
Hotel Bruce
Author: Higgins, Ryan

There’s a possum pillow fight wreaking
havoc in one room, a fox luring guests
into a stew in the kitchen, and a snuggly
crew of critters hogging the bed. Bruce
growls and grumbles and tries to throw
them all out, but the entrepreneurial mice
just can’t take a hint. Bruce is in a little
over his head, especially once the goslings
join the staff. Will this grumpy bear ever
get his quiet, peaceful den back to
himself?*

Book With No Pictures
Author: Novak, B.J.

You might think a book with no pictures
seems boring and serious. Except here’s
how books work: Everything written on
the page has to be said by the person
reading it aloud. Even if the words say
BLORK or BLUURF.*

My Weirdest School Series
Author: Gutman, Dan

A mystery series full of laughs that will
appeal to everyone.

Night of the Ninth Dragon
Author: Osborne, Mary Pope

Please come to Camelot. The magic
tree house whisks Jack and Annie through
space and time to find that the castle of
Camelot has been attacked and King
Arthur has been gravely wounded. To
save the kingdom—and the king—Jack
and Annie have only one day to solve a
riddle that will help them find a missing
dragon!*

Goodnight Owl
Author: Pizzoli, Greg

Owl is ready for bed. But as soon as
he settles in, he hears a strange noise.
He’ll never get to sleep unless he can
figure out what’s going on.*

Super Burp! #1
(George Brown Class Clown)
Author: Krulik, Nancy

The first day at a new school is
always the hardest, right? No, not always
as George finds out the hard way. On
the second day at Sugarman Elementary
School, he is suddenly seized by
uncontrollable burps, burps that make
him do wild and crazy stuff and land
him in trouble with a capital T. One thing
is for sure: these are not normal burps
but magic burps which must be
stopped! But how?*
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Grade Level: PreK-2



Pete the Cat
and the Surprise Teacher
Author: Dean, James

When Pete goes to school, he finds out
his teacher is out sick and the substitute
teacher is his mom! It’s up to Pete to teach
the teacher what school is all about.*
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Princess in Black
and the Hungry Bunny Horde
Authors: Hale, Shannon and Dean

Princess Magnolia and her unicorn, 
Frimplepants, are on their way to have
brunch when Princess Magnolia’s glitter‐
stone ring rings. The monster alarm!
After a quick change in the secret cave,
Princess Magnolia and Frimplepants
become the Princess in Black and Blacky.
But when they get to the goat pasture,
all they can see is a field of bunnies
nibbling on grass. Where are the monsters?
Are these bunnies as innocent as they
appear?*

Quit Calling Me a Monster!
Author: John, Jory

Floyd Patterson is so much more than
shaggy purple fur and pointy monster
teeth. Why can’t people just see him
for him?*

Tick Tock
Author: Keller, Shana

Benjamin Banneker was known and
admired for his work in science,
mathematics, and astronomy. Inspired
by a pocket watch he had seen at the
age of 22, he built a strike clock based
on his own drawings and using a
pocketknife.*

When the Beat was Born
Author: Hill, Laban Carrick

Before there was hip hop, there was DJ
Kool Herc. On a hot day at the end of
summer in 1973 Cindy Campbell threw a
back‐to‐school party at a park in the South
Bronx. Her brother, Clive Campbell, spun
the records. He had a new way of playing
the music to make it longer for dancing.
He called himself DJ Kool Herc. This book
tells how Kool Herc came to be a DJ,
how kids in gangs stopped fighting in 
order to breakdance, and how the music
he invented went on to define a culture
and transform the world.*

You are NOT a Cat
Author: Flake, Sharon

This clever and hilarious story stars
Cat, who starts out perfectly content
and relaxed, and Duck, who infuriates
him by meowing like a cat instead of
quacking like Cat thinks he should.*

The Princess and the Pony
Author: Beaton, Kate

Princess Pinecone knows exactly what 
she wants for her birthday this year. A BIG
horse. A STRONG horse. A horse fit for a
warrior princess! But when the day arrives,
she doesn’t quite get the horse of her
dreams.*

The Book Itch
Author: Nelson, Vaunda Micheaux

In the 1930s, Lewis’s dad, Lewis 
Michaux, Sr., had an itch he needed to
scratch—a book itch. How did he scratch
it? He started a bookstore in Harlem and
named it the National Memorial African
Bookstore.*

*amazon.com reviews


